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A Year in Review A Year of Success
The front cover of the Back 40 from the spring of 2020 was
focused on the uncertainty we were all feeling as the COVID-19
outbreak was in full swing. From the perspective of the work
we do at the Conservation District, we were uncertain of how
we could provide the technical assistance our cooperators
need, how we could complete all the necessary tasks our
funders expect, and how we could complete the necessary
inspections regulators require. Amongst all the more serious
worries brought on by the pandemic, as a staff we needed to
reckon with how we could meet our professional challenges
as well.
Our staff saw the challenges as an opportunity, and used
creativity, flexibility, and positivity to improve our work. It
was an opportunity to make our processes more modern,
an opportunity to solidify partnerships and create new
ones, and an opportunity to move forward with ideas we
have wanted to try but had been lost in the shuffle
previously.
Some of these efforts have been detailed in the previous issue and some are presented in this one. Over the
past year, the Conservation District has begun accepting electronic plan submissions, saving time and energy
for both submitters and staff reviewers. We have adopted an online fee payment system, MuniciPAY, which
helps reduce plan review time. We led an ambitious multi-county effort to secure more funding for farms in
the Delaware Bay watershed, and, as part of the PL-566 program, we started the process of creating a
watershed plan with the goal of securing funding for water quality improvements on mushroom compositing
operations. We received new funding for farm BMP projects with a focus on maintaining and updating
existing practices as a method to get more bang for our conservation dollars. We invested in new
technology, such as a drone, to give us more tools to both educate and assist the county’s residents. All of
this (and more) was accomplished all while meeting the goals of our existing programs.
While we recognize that things do not always go smoothly or quickly, we want our cooperators and partners
to know that we are continuously working to improve and to find opportunities to advance our mission of
conserving soil for clean water. The past year provides many great examples of this, and our hope is
that when the spring issue of the Back 40 arrives in your mailbox or inbox in 2022, you will learn about how
our work over the past year bore fruit.

Planting the Next Generation of Trees
On our properties and throughout our communities we enjoy the shade, beauty, and environmental benefits of mature
trees. We hang swings from them for our young ones, watch birds who nest in them and eat their mast, and they serve
as sheltered meeting places for outdoor gatherings.
Although trees live to be old, sometimes hundreds of years old, we have to remember that these stately behemoths on
our properties and in our parks will not be around forever. We need to plant the next generation of trees now for the
next generations of people to enjoy in twenty, thirty, and one hundred years.
By intercepting water on their leaves, adding mulch to the ground surface with their leaf litter, and creating better soil
conditions for infiltration with their root systems, trees reduce runoff which helps to prevent flooding. With the
increased amount of impervious surfaces due to development and the increased rainfall we have had recently,
communities have been impacted by flooding. Some families have been displaced and many have experienced property
damage. Even in more rural parts of the county, property owners have noticed more severe streambank erosion.
Planting trees, especially in riparian zones, helps to reduce the amounts and impacts of stormwater runoff.
Trees absorb nutrients from the soil. Preventing nitrogen and phosphorous from reaching the stream improves quality of
the streams, rivers, and bays into which the water eventually flows. Trees next to the stream also lower the
temperature of the water by providing shade. This means more macroinvertebrates, better fish habitat, heathier
recreational use of the water, reduced cost of drinking water, and healthier human and animal communities
downstream. Trees also improve the quality of the air we breathe by filtering out dust and harmful chemicals like
ozone, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and sulfur dioxide.
To reduce the cooling costs for your home, consider placing a deciduous tree on the south and west sides of your home.
In the summer, the leaves will shade your home from the powerful sun, and in the winter, the leaves will fall, allowing
the sun to warm your home. If you have a small property, with no room for large trees, talk to your neighbors and
municipality about planting more trees. If you notice a neighbor cutting down a tree, ask them what will be its
replacement. Be prepared with species recommendations. For example, “Red
maples have really beautiful fall foliage.” Or if they have a low-lying, sometimes
wetter area, “A river birch will thrive in that wetter spot, and it will have interesting
bark and beautiful yellow leaves in the fall.” Advocate for trees to be planted in
your community, and give your opinion in public forums. You might be surprised at
the impact you can make!
If you have a farm, and would like to install a riparian buffer, call the Conservation
District. We can help provide technical assistance and possibly funding for planting
materials. To make the riparian area environmentally beneficial and also provide a
product you can sell, consider a multifunctional riparian buffer from which you can
harvest berries, plums, persimmons, pawpaw, and other native fruits and nuts.
Whether it is a single tree in your yard or converting a field into a forest, planting trees improves the health of
our community and provides a positive legacy from which future generations will benefit.

Technical Assistance
Springtime is a wonderful time of year. We are finally getting out of the cold, short days of winter and entering into the
warmer, long days that allow vegetation to begin growing once again. Springtime can be a promising time of year,
when farmers begin undertaking all that they had planned throughout the winter months. But what if you learned over
the last few months that gullies have formed or some other water runoff issues occurred when vegetation was not so
green and well established?
If you do not know how to handle issues that have been created seemingly overnight, you can always call the
Conservation District. We will perform a site visit alongside you to evaluate the issues or places of concern, and, if
needed, will bring along our engineer to come up with the best ways to solve the problems. For whatever issues you
may be having, we will need to ensure you are following your Conservation Plan, so if you do not have one, or you
need an update, we can guide you along in that process!
Once a plan is in place, the Conservation District can help with the surveying, design work, and quality assurance
checks if you move ahead with a fix that requires some engineering. This is all a part of what the Conservation District
provides to the county’s farmers, free of charge. If you are in need of funding to help alleviate the financial stress of
improving your land and soil, that is another piece through which we can help you navigate. The Conservation District
is here and willing to help provide the technical assistance that is sometimes required to help your land stay healthy
and productive!

Trees and BMPs
Trees are always a good idea, right? Almost true. Deeper rooted and native
perennials, shrubs, and trees are encouraged throughout as much of a landscape
as possible to help improve water quality, help mitigate impacts of flooding, and to
increase biodiversity. The positive impacts of deeper rooted vegetation to water
quality and flooding are especially seen in riparian areas (along and adjacent to
surface waters) and in wetter areas of properties. Did you know a 100 foot tall
tree can absorb up to 11,000 gallons of water in a single growing season? Trees
also hold an incredible amount of soil and their root systems naturally help to
prevent erosion during storms. Researchers have spent decades trying to create
stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs) to mitigate the impacts of
construction practices and development to try to mimic the awesome effectiveness
of a tree. So if possible, keep it simple and start planting.

However, if you have a stormwater BMP on our property or in your community,
Streamside buffer with trees, meadow such as a pond or a dry basin, please be sure that trees and shrubs are in the right
location. For example, deeper rooted species should be avoided along fill berms
plantings, and a mown path.
(the top part of the BMP that holds in the water) or above and adjacent to
stormwater piping. If the roots penetrate compacted areas or break through structural measures that were installed to
help keep water in the basin, this can cause catastrophic failure of the BMP, severe damage along the downstream flow
path and excessive amounts of water and sediment to enter the receiving stream or water body. This is a big reason
why routine maintenance on stormwater BMPs is critical. If you have or know of a dry detention basin that is regularly
mown or has trouble staying vegetated, consider planning to change up the landscape with some deep rooted
perennials and woody species. Please just make sure that one of the first steps of this plan is to coordinate with your
municipality, HOA, or local engineering firm to ensure that you have the necessary approvals and that your efforts to
improve water quality are done in the safest way possible.

Spring Planning
Green Grass, Green Fields, Green Pockets: Spring always has a way of surprising us every year. We know where
the bulbs, seeds, and dormant plants have been planted and grow every year, yet the awakening of the brown, frozen
tundra of winter stirs the giddy anticipation for new beginnings and summer beauty every year. The green of pastures,
crop fields, and gardens signify a different green to farmers, producers, and land owners - the investment of money.
$$$$$. Dreams, plans, investments, and lots of hard work have gone into preparing – hopefully – for a better, well
planned, more productive crop year than last year and the year before! Learning from experts, years gone by, and a
roll of the dice sometimes, we keep working toward our goals. Here are five planning hints for better success towards
achieving your own personal goals on the land.
1. Print Maps: Good m aps can be helpful in so m any w ays. P rint m ultiple copies and identify current
issues and resource concerns to be addressed. A picture is worth a thousand words.
2. Establish immediate, short, and long term goals: N o m atter the subject, if you spend tim e out of your
day doing it, it has some sort of importance to you. Time is money and if you spend time on something, make sure it is
getting you closer to your goals!
3. Use free resources available to you: An ex perienced and trained eye w ill see things and point out
problems you may have never even thought of before. It never hurts to listen to another perspective, even if you are
not ready to go all in on their ideas yet. Local Conservation District and NRCS employees
are available for site visits, printed resources, and professional grazing, farming, and
engineering perspectives.
4. Develop a Plan: Developing a plan for your operation, w hether large or sm all,
will help you to focus on what needs done today, and which things can wait until tomorrow,
without losing sight of the short and long term goals in the meantime. Conservation Plans
developed by NRCS and the Conservation District will help you determine which practices
can be implemented, with technical and financial assistance along the way.
5. Make money, save time, and enjoy and protect your investment: M ak ing
money is not the only reason we spend our time doing things. Most of the time we look to
spend our days doing things we love to do while making a living at the same time. If we
focus on the money first, we often put the cart before the horse and end up wasting
resources and wondering why we are not moving toward our goals. The conservation
planning process is developed to help you on this journey to set goals, determine a pathway
to those goals, and supply some of the technical and financial resources needed to reach
them.

The Chester County Conservation District’s Outreach Coordinator, Gaye Lynn Criswell, wants to know… Are
your waterways in need of repair? Do you need to restore a terrace, or how about those leaky rainspouts on
the barn? Gaye Lynn has been out visiting this spring to help spread the good news about available funding
for repairs to just those kind of projects! Check out our Funding Opportunity Flyer above. If you qualify and
would like a visit, please contact us so that we can discuss the process to get your repairs completed. We
are looking forward to seeing you on the farm!

Drones for Conservation
Late last year the Chester County Conservation
District acquired a drone to assist staff on their mission to
“conserve soil for clean water.” For many people, the word
“drone” may not be associated with conservation. However,
drone technology, which is ever-evolving, has the potential to
greatly change the way we view, monitor, and interpret
environmental data on the ground.
The Conservations
District’s plan is to employ the drone in the creation of
educational content, aid with inspections, site surveys, and
potentially use it in conjunction with ArcGIS software to better
assist landowners with aerial surveying and imagery analysis.
All drone activity conducted by the Conservation District will be
in full compliance with FAA regulations and land owner
permission will be obtained prior to any flights over private
property.

Aerial photo from drone.

1 – Circular Concrete Waste Storage Structure for liquid m anure. Sized for each farm ,
dependent on animal numbers and storage duration. Ideally, storages will be able to hold 6 months’ worth
of waste. Chain link fences are installed for safety protection.
2 – Stacking pad w ith concrete w alls for dry m anure (bedded pack). They allow for 4-6’ of vertical
stacking space. Rainwater that makes its way into the stack pad will collect in the liquid storage structure, so
putting a roof and spouting on over a dry stacking area will reduce the amount of dirty runoff needed to
collect and store.
3 – Concrete Heavy Use Area (HUA) Protection to protect anim al concentration areas. HUAs are
fenced out to confine animals, which helps to keep your pastures green and your water clear! Curbing
surrounds the concrete lot so runoff is confined into the liquid storage.

4 – Manure Push-off is a type of W aste Transfer, so w aste and runoff can be scraped from the
HUA directly into the storage tank. Don’t forget the safety guard prior to using.
5 – An important part in constructing Best Management Practices is the E&S Plan. Silt fences must be
installed below temporary stockpiles and disturbed earth areas, to trap sediment from washing away. The fill
will be placed and seeded immediately following construction to stabilize the area!

Watersheds of Chester County
Look at the watersheds on the map above and locate them in the
word search!
*the word “creek” or “river” was not used with creek or river name in this word
search.

Major Watersheds of
Chester County
What larger watersheds do Chester County watersheds drain to?
Use the map above and clues below to complete the
crossword puzzle. Letters w ith colors reveal an im portant
message!

DOWN

ACROSS

1. Receives: Brandywine Creek, Red
Clay Creek, and White Clay Creek

4. Receives: Conestoga
Creek, Pequea Creek, and
Octoraro Creek

2. Receives: Chester Creek, Crum
Creek, Darby Creek, and Ridley Creek
3. Receives: Crow Creek, French Creek,
Gulph Creek, and Pickering Creek.

5. Receives: Big Elk Creek,
Little Elk Creek, and
Northeast Creek

Chesapeake Bay Reboot Inspections 20-21 UPDATES
Chesapeake Bay reboot inspections are being conducted in a different fashion this year. During the COVID-19 public
health emergency, following social distancing policies is of utmost importance for your safety and the safety of our
staff. Therefore, during this time, Chester County Conservation District will be conducting inspections remotely.

How will inspections be conducted this year?

Inspections will be conducted as follows:
 Pre-inspection will be conducted using available tools, such as satellite imagery to help determine which plans may
be required for your operation. Pre-inspection essentially means your operation will be observed from an aerial
photograph, and an assumption will be made on what plans could be required based on obvious farm features. For
example, if it is visible that an operation has cropland and pasture, it will be assumed that both a Manure
Management Plan and an Ag E&S Plan is required. This pre-inspection is not a formal determination of what is
required. It serves as a means to notify the owner/operator prior to the inspection what is expected of them.


Initial inspection will be conducted through a drive-by visit, to confirm what was observed from satellite imagery.
The date of your drive-by inspection is listed on the Notice to Inspect letter, which also serves as the pre-inspection
letter. As we are not currently conducting in-person visits, this drive-by visit serves as the official initial inspection.
As previously noted, the purpose of the drive-by is to confirm the observations noted in your pre-inspection. As a
drive-by inspection is recognized to not be the most accurate in some situations, we highly encourage owners/
operators to reach out to the Conservation District to confirm what is required. We want to be as safe as possible,
but do not want it to come at a cost of convenience for you.



Based off of observations, the operator will be notified of the plans required for their operation. The notification of
what plans are required will not only be noted on the inspection report left at the operation, but also on a follow-up
letter that will be sent after the initial inspection. The due date for plans is 90 days following the date of the
inspection report. Plan extensions are available, if needed.

How will plans be checked for completion?

Plans will not be accepted in person - they must be submitted via email, mail, or mailbox pick-up. Applicable planning
documentation can be sent via email to Melissa Murdock at mamurdock@chesco.org.
If email is not available, you may also submit your planning documentation via U.S. Mail to:
Chester County Conservation District
Attn: Melissa Murdock
688 Unionville Road, Suite 200
Kennett Square, PA 19348

What is mailbox pick-up?

In an attempt to make this process easier for landowners and
operators, the Chester County Conservation District (CCCD) will be
offering plan pick-up days.
The pick-up days will go as follows:
 Landowners/operators will leave their required plans in their
mailbox on the date(s) listed on ALL letters of correspondence,
including Notice to Inspect and subsequent letters. If you miss
one of the pick-up days, please contact Melissa Murdock to be
notified of our next scheduled pick-up day.
 A CCCD employee will be pick up the plan(s) from the mailbox
or front porch and review it. We will assist to our fullest extent
with whatever discrepancies found in the plan(s).
 The plan(s) will be returned to the mailbox or front porch.
Soon after, you will receive a letter stating whether or not you
have met the requirements. The letter will also offer additional
assistance, if needed.
These pick-up days serve as an optional way for operators to submit their plans. It is not required to submit your plans
specifically in this way- plans may also be submitted via mail or email. The pick-up days are being offered simply to
attempt to make this process easier for landowners.
We understand that this has been a difficult time for many, and aim to make this process as uncomplicated as possible.
We highly recommend you reaching out to the CCCD to streamline this process. We appreciate you continuing to work
with us during this unprecedented time to improve our local environment.
If you have any questions relating to this obligation, please contact Melissa Murdock at the Conservation District office
at 610-455-1381, so that we can provide whatever additional direction you may need.

Dirt & Gravel Low Volume Roads Program

Pictured: Hess Mill Bridge in Franklin Township. This is a Low Volume Road project that finished in December 2020.
This project involved a new bridge to replace the existing failing bridge which was also too small and causing major silt
deltas, streambank erosion, and streamflow restrictions. Streambank hard armoring was also implemented to address
erosion and water quality.

The Dirt and Gravel Low Volume Road Program’s purpose is to provide funding to municipalities
for the improvement and maintenance of unpaved roads, and now paved roads that have traffic
volume of 500 cars or less with the goal of protecting water quality. Please visit our website at
http://www.chesco.org/1992/Dirt-GravelLow-Volume-Road for more detailed information on our
ever growing program.
Here is a snap shot of new activities within our program:



Franklin Township – Hess Mill Bridge: A low volume road tributary to the White Clay Creek
that included a new bridge structure and extensive streambank hard armoring that will greatly
benefit water quality and prevent future stream scour and bank erosion. Grant allowance $271,000.00



In addition to the above completed project, we have one selected dirt and gravel road project
in West Marlborough Township that will kick off in 2022. Also, already in 2021 we have seen
several new municipalities jump on board the program with newly proposed projects in an
effort to improve water quality to their streams.

Urban Permitting and Construction Notes
Since ePermitting went live on January 25, 2021, for the General NPDES permit, not one application has
been made to CCCD on that platform. In the meantime, since January 25th, 17 permit applications
(Individual and General Permits) proposing 515 total acres of disturbance have been made to our office.
With coverage under the statewide General NPDES permit now having the standardized expiration date of
December 7, 2024, renewal of permit coverage for General NPDES permits will have to pass through a
narrow paperwork channel in the lead-up to that date. The Individual NPDES permit within the ePermit
system was released by DEP in April. One of the goals of the ePermit system is to streamline the
administrative portion of the permitting process. CCCD would like to encourage applicants and plan
preparers to begin to submit in the ePermit environment while there still is the option to submit “paper”
applications (digitally) because there will likely be a time when the “paper” option will no longer exist and
we would like to avoid an Ever Given in the Suez Canal situation if everyone is muddling through the
process for the first time and we get “stuck.”

Some notes from the field:

Please do not operate equipment in streams and surface
waters unless the work is associated with a DEP issued
permit and access to the stream bottom is absolutely
necessary to perform the work. Operating excavators and
other heavy equipment in the stream and surface waters
disrupts the stream bottom and ecology, volatile fluids often
drip or leak out of the equipment into the receiving water,
and depending on the stream bottom a turbid plume of silt
can be generated and impact the downstream environment.

CCCD would like to remind and encourage applicants and operators to
use the growing season to the fullest extent possible to get areas of
earth disturbance that will be idle for more than 4 days or longer
stabilized with seed and straw mulch. Stabilizing areas that were
recently graded with vegetated cover helps to reduce and eliminate
accelerated erosion thus reducing how much repair work and
maintenance needs to be done downslope of that area and thus
hopefully saving time and money (and improving water quality, of
course).

Any recently established (or older) surface basins also present an opportunity to use the growing
season to your benefit. If there is a certain planting schedule that your basin needs (or you want),
now is a good time to plant a few mature (or seedling/plugs) plants in the basin in hopes that they
have a better chance of establishing than other more passive practices such as seeding. Take a cone
flower, black eyed susan, or sedge for example - planting them now will hopefully get them
established so that they can go to seed in the fall and deposit their seeds in the basin sides and
bottom and ideally create a cascading effect as the years roll on.

MuniciPAY
The Chester County Conservation District now offers an online payment option:
MuniciPAY. The last year has changed a lot in the way we operate. Covid-19 has moved
our staff to working remotely, making plan drop offs at our office less than optimal, and
we have experienced our share of mail delivery difficulties and delays. In order to better
serve our customers, we have successfully arranged to accept electronic payments
through MuniciPAY.
MuniciPAY is an efficient and convenient option for customers to use for payment. Not
only does online payment lessen the obstacles that come with mailing checks, but it also
ensures that a project can begin moving through our pipeline quickly. If a customer
chooses to pay online, we will receive payment immediately and we will be able to begin
processing the project as soon as we have the electronic submission versus waiting for
hard-copy checks to arrive at our office.
The online payment option is just another service we offer to help make our customers’
lives a little easier, but it’s not mandatory. We will still accept checks by mail. If you’re interested in using MuniciPAY to
pay the fees for your project, you can find the link and instructions for it on our District website and located at the top
of our Applications/Forms/Payments page.

Puzzle Answers from Pages 6 and 7
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